




Cold Blow Crescent Residents Association comments

Page: Policy H1 Increasing housing supply

Section: N/A

Already The Borough of Bexley is overcrowded with too many properties, The London Mayor's plans for increase to not take into account the 
Boroughs infrastructure, poor road network and crowded town centres with limited parking opportunities. Additionally the utility infrastructure is 
unable to support the current level of building o to expect the increases mentioned is not realistic. Constant roadworks by uttility companies in 
Bexley already makes life a misery for many and causes numerous trfiic jams which then has an impact on pollution and the increase of 
pollution around schools.
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full comment - see attached

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-4-housing/policy-h1-increasing-housing-supply
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-4-housing/policy-h1-increasing-housing-supply
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Already divided by the busy A2 which gives Bexley more than its fair share of pollution, plans for additional high levels of building will only add 
to this problem. I did understand that London's Mayor for for pollution reduction not more?
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The increase in housing target four-fold generally (from 446 to 1,245) & eight-fold around town centres and near to stations (from 110 to 865) 
ts ridiculously high level, we already have flats and houses built on every plot of land, Bexley Village for example has been spoilt wtth 
squeezed In properties everywhere, already prior to this traffic was slow moving through the village now it is even worse.

I hope that Bexley Council oppose these plans as much as possible already with people being able to destroy perfectly good building and tum 
them into much larger ones without even trying to make them look like other properties in roads is denting the fabric and charm of the 
Borough on a mass scale.

You wlll note below that I am also objecting to the constant demolition of bungalows to be replaced by houses as a poor way of moving 
forward and Ireiterate that to have the planned increase in building being put forward by London Mayor on top of what is already happening is 
only going to tum Bexley into an urban overcrowded place like many inner London Boroughs with high pollution.

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-4-housing/policy-h2-small-sites
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-4-housing/policy-h2-small-sites
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